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Loud Entertainment Presents 
 Jadakiss & Styles P Concert at the TLA 

 
Lineup with international star announced along with meet and greet, VIP red 

carpet event and after party . 
 
Philadelphia, PA — Loud Entertainment, in partnership with Livenation, announced the lineup of artists 
that will open for featured rap stars Jadakiss and Styles P to take center stage on July 12th at the TLA. With 
a full schedule of headliners including hip-hop performers such as Gillie Da Kid, Inner City Hustlers and 
hosted by radio station Power 99’s Cosmic Kev; one of UK’s rising stars and unexpected rappers, 16yr old 
emcee Emily Anne will be headlining for Jadakiss and Styles P in what will be her first concert in the U.S. 
Loud Entertainment extended the invitation to Emily Anne as a part of their mission to expand and 
continually brand the company to present and offer one of the most unique entertainment experiences.  
 
Emily was just recruited by Vice President of Def Jam, Randy Acker, to do a song for Nobel Peace Prize 
nominee Malala Yousafzai. This song is in partnership with the United Nations and producer Jon Ingoldsby 
(producer for Elton John, Ke$ha, etc.) and also features Philadelphia rapper Carmen Amare. Emily Anne’s 
single is set to drop on July 12th, coinciding not only with the concert but also with Malala's visit to the 
United Nations. Emily Anne has built a personal friendship with Malala and her family, and looks forward 
to her first U.S. concert.  
 
Cameron Fuller, Managing Partner, Loud Entertainment, said “This year’s Summer Shutdown pays tribute 
to the hip-hop artist community that continue to breakdown the barriers on a global scale and the local 
communities that respond. We are excited to invite the Philadelphia community to share in this celebratory 
tribute concert.” Nathan Hughes, also Managing Partner, said, “I was particularly happy to be the first to 
present Emily Anne in America. As friends, it’s been interesting watching our separate projects grow and 
develop over the last two years, and a blessing to see them finally coming to fruition.” 
 
There will be a celebrity-filled VIP red carpet event prior to the concert and a meet and greet for fans at the 
after party hosted at Blurr Nightclub. For more information about the concert, VIP red carpet event and 
meet & greet tickets visit www.LoudEntertain.com  
 
Loud Entertainment 
Loud Entertainment was founded by Cameron Fuller and Nathan Hughes, both of who are students at 
Franklin & Marshall University in Lancaster, Pa and avid hip-hop fans. Nathan and Cameron have been 
busy dedicating time with various artists, managers and agents in the business with whom they've built 
strong relationships.  Hoping to expand overseas they have been recently busy travelling to Scotland and 
Germany and growing their roster with international artists. 


